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ABSTRACT

The Army Concept Team in Vietnam (ACTIV) evaluated the Tunnel Weapon
to determine its suitability for tactical use by US Army units in the
Republic of Vietnam (RVN). The Tunnel Weapon was designed to provide
tunnel exploration personnel with a silent handgun capable of engaging
fleeting targets without aimed fire. In July 1969, ten Tunnel Weapons
were sent to RVN and distributed to the 1st and 25th Infantry Divisions
for a 90-day evaluation. Dhring August 1969, the five weapons assigned
to the let Infantry Division were transferred to the Americal Division.

This report recommends that:

1. The reliability of Tunnel Weapon ammunition be improved to meet
Department of the Army standards for use in combat.

2. A ring be placed on the base of the Tunnel Weapon grip.

3. Additional holes be provided on the strap of the holster assembly.

4. A slug and improved multipellet cartridge be adopted for use with
the Tunnel Weapon that will be lethal at 25 feet, when fired into a vital
part of the body.

5. Toe Tunnel Weapon be adopted for use in RVN, if the ammunition
problems are oorrected, lethality is Improved, and the suggested modifi-
cations to the weapon and holster assembly are accomplished.

6. The Tunnel Weapon be issued to units on the basis of four per
infantry company and ten per Ranger company.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1. REFERENCES I

a. Lctter, -9C, Headquarters, US Army Limited War Laboratory, 1 April
1969, subj ect: Shipment of USALWL Developed Equipment, Tunnel Weapon, LWL
Task No. 02-F-68.

b. Disposition Form, AVHGC-DST, Headquarters, US Army, Vietnam, 16
June 1969, subject: Tunnel Weapon, LWL Task No. 02-F-68.

c. Message, EFTO 67288, AVHGC-DST, Headquarters, US Army, Vietnam,
16 June 1969, subject: Tunnel Weapon LWL Task No. 02-F-68.

d. Message, APG 3397, CRDLWL-9C SGD MCEVOY, Headquarters, US Army
Limited War Laboratory, 24 June 1969, subject: Shipment of USALWL Devel-
oped Equipment, Tunnel Weapon LWL Task No. 02-F-68.

2. PURPOSE

The purpose of this project was to evaluate the suitability and ac-
ceptability of the Tunnel Weapon for use in tunnel operations in the
Republic of Vietnam (RVN).

3. OBJECTIVES

a. Objective 1

To determine training requirements for the Tunnel Weapon.

b. Objective 2

To describe and evaluate tactical employment and operational
characteristics of the Tunnel Weapon.

c. Objective 3

To determine maintenance and storage requirements for the Tunnel
Weapon.

d. Objective 4

To determine a recomended basis of issue for the Tunnel Weapon.



. BACKGROUND

In December 1967 the Military Assistance Command, Vietnam identified
a need for a low-noise, multiprojectile weapon and azmunition to be used
by tunnel exploration personnel in RVN. To satisfy this requirement the
US Army Limited War Laboratory developed the Tunnel Weapon.

5. DESCRIPTION

a. General

The 'rmnel Weapon (see Figure I-1) is a balanced, compact, six-
shot, cylinder loaded, exposed hammer, selective double-action, modified
Smith and Wesson .44 Magnum revolver. The weapon has a loaded weight of
38 ounces, It fires a special 15-pellet round (see Figure 1-2) at a
sound level of 120 decibels at 1 meter from the muzzle, which is compara-
ble to the silenced .22 caliber pistol. The weapon has the capability
to engage fleeting targets at ranges up to 25 feet when time does not
permit aimed fire. The multipellet cartridge also improves the effec-
tiveness of inexperienced pistol shooters, since the shot pattern is
similar to that of a shotgun. Smoke and flash have been practically
elimina;ed by the design of the multipellet cartridge. When the revolv-
er is fired, only low intensity sparks are produced.

b. Holster and Cartridge Carrier

A shoulder holster and two seven-round cartridge carriers are
provided for each weapon (see Figure I-3). The shoulder holster has a
flap and secures the weapon under spring tension by a spring retainer.
The spring retainer feature permits a quick snap-draw from the side of
the holster without opening the holster flap. The flap must be opened
to holster the weapon. The two cartridge carriers are attached to the
shoulder holster's strap and can be positioned across the chest or under
the arm.

6. APPOACH

a. Ten Tunnel Weapons and 992 rounds of ammunition arrived in RVN
during July 1969 for a 90-day evaluation. On 15 July 5 weapons and 496
mltipellet cartridges were distributed to the 1st and 25th Infantry
Divisions. On 22 August 5 Tunnel Weapbns and 125 rounds of aunition
were transferred from the 1st Infantry Division to the Aerical Division.

b. Personnel using the weapons were given training in the operation
and maintenance of the Tunnel Weapon by the ACTIV project officer. The
weapons were employed on operational missions from 17 July to 13 October
1969.
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FPIGURE I-1. Tunnel Weapon.

INCHES

FIGUR 1-2. 15-Pellet Round.
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FI iRE 1-3. Shoulder Bolster and Two Seven-Round Cartridge Carriers.

7. DVIONIT

The areas of operation for the three evaluating units vere as follows:

lst Infsatr7 Division - Mekong Terrace

25th Infantry Division - Mekong Terre"

Americal Division - Northeastern Coastlands

Northern Eighlands

During the evaluation period all three regions experienced heavy rainfall
(l.lT to 25.12 inches). Temertures raed frm 73 to 99o in the
Mekong Terrae, and from 70 to 98' in the Northeastern Coastlamde and

8. DTA COLLU0TION AND ANLYSIS

Inforaatiom was obtained from responses to questionnaires and inter-
views vith personnel vho bad used the Tunnel Veapens on comat peratios.



Questionnaires were obtained from 19 respondents as follows:

1st Infantry Division 5

25th Infantry Division 7

Americal Division 7

The term respondent refers to only those personnel who carried and employed
the weapon on combat operations and who completed the questionnaires. Per-
sons responsible for employment of the Tunnel Weapon wre also intervieved,
and their subjective comments, vhere appropriate, vert used in preparing
this report.
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SECTION II

OBJECTIVE 1: TO DETERMINE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR TUNNEL WEAPON.

9. TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

a. Initial Training

(I) The ACTIV project officer programmed a four-hour block of
instruction for personnel of the 1st and 25th Infantry Divisions. How-
ever, due to the high level of experience encountered this instruction
was reduced to two hours.

(2) It was anticipated that the Tunnel Weapon's low noise level
would give the students an impression that the weapon was not very power-
ful. To dispel this idea, an initial demonstration shot was fired into
a 3/4-inch sheet of plywood at a distance of 15 feet. The plywood, which
had been penetrated, was shown to the students, and each entry and exit
hole of the cartridge's 15 steel pellets was identified. The students
were then required to fire at least 5 rounds (at 15 feet) from their as-
signed weapons into sheets of stacked plywood, and to note that all pel-
lets would pass through the plywood a minimum 3/ 4 -inch distance. After
each demonstration and practice firing session the students showed en-
thusiasm for the "'silent" capabilities of the weapon, but a few individ-
uals in each group still appeared to be skeptical of its killing power.

(3) In the Americal Division similar instruction was given to
the unit's project officer and cadre who later conducted training at
company level.

b. Unit Training

Due to rotation, casualties, and administrative actions, some of
the Tunnel Weapons changed hands. Because of the weapon's simplicity,
new personnel rapidly adapted to its use. The training received by
replacements normally consisted of a briefing by a trained individual in
the unit and familiarization firing. In one instance, however, a re-
spondent who had killed two enemy soldiers with the weapon reported he
had received no instruction in its use. At the conclusion of the eval-
uation, 37 percent of the personnel armed with the Tunnel Weapon had been
trained by the ACTIV project officer, and 63 percent had received unit
and on-the-job training.

c. Loading and Unloading Procedures

Respondents were asked how long they estimated it took them to
become proficient in loading and unloading procedures. Their answers
varied from 2 minutes to 3 hours, but the majority (79 percent) indicated
1 hour or less to be the time required.

I



d. Quick-Draw Techniques

The time respondents estimated it took them to become proficient
in quick-draw techniques varied from one minute to six hours. The majority
(7 percent) said that this skill could be acquired in 2 hours or less.

e. Fixed Targets

The time and number of rounds respondents estimated they needed
to achieve proficiency in engagement of fixed targets varied from 2 seconds
and 1 round to 6 hours and 100 rounds. Forty-two percent of them (the largest
single grouping) said 30 minutes and 15 rounds satisfied this requirement.

f. Moving Targets

The time and number of rounds respondents estimated they required
to become proficient in engaging moving targets varied from 5 seconds and
2 rounds to 6 hours and 100 rounds. The respondent who said he required
the former demonstrated he could kill a flying sparrow at a distance of
approximately 20 meters with a single shot. His shooting skill was unusu-
al and not acquired as the result of Tunnel Weapon training. The major-
ity (53 percent) said 1 hour or less, and 30 or fewer rounds were all they
needed to acquire this skill.

g. Recommended Training

Almost every respondent stressed the need for practice loading
and firing training. Quick-draw techniques and the engagement of fixed
and moving targets from the prone and kneeling positions were most fre-
quently mentioned. Respondents believed such training should be conduct-
ed in tunnels, and that targets should not be engaged at distances great-
er than 30 feet. Some typical responses to the question, "What training
procedures and techniques do you recommend?" were:

(1) "Loading and unloading procedures, quickdraws, snapshooting

at still and moving targets."

(2) "Close range firing should be stressed."

(3) "Give instructions on how to fight in tunnels, put grenade
in tunnels, shoot around corners in tunnels."

10. FINDINGS

a. Initial Training

(1) The "silent" quality of the Tunnel Weapon gave students the
impression that it was not a lethal weapon.
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(2) After seeing all 15 pellets from a single cartridge penetrate
a 3/ih-inch abeet of plywood, some students still appeared to be skeptical
of the weapon's lethality potential.

(3) All students were enthusiastic about the Tunnel Weapon's
"silent" quality.

(1) Due to personnel turbulence, 63 percent of the respondents
* at the close of the evaluation period were either trained on the job or

it by their unit.

(2) Since the Tunnel Weapon-was simple to use, new personnel
rapidly adapted to its employment.

(3) It was possible for an individual to employ the weapon
successfully without prior training in its use.

c. Loading and Unloading Procedures

Seventy-nine picent of the respondents said they needed one hour
or less to become proficient in loading and unloading procedures.

I.enyfu percen of the respondents reported they becams
d.fcin iquick- w techniques intohusrlee

FortV-two percent of therepnetsadhyneed3Mius
and 15 rounds to become proficient in engaging fixed targets.

f. M21W TMIES

Flftq-three percent of the respondents reported they required 1
hour or Ue ad 30 cc fewer rounds to becom* proficient In engaging Mw-

Tralanig ia quickadrl techniqwes ad eeaggmt of fined ad
moviag twpget rm the prose Ad kneeliag position ver AMonsd
Gepnd t belilow" such training should be obacted in tunnes, sad
tuat tarsets sbould not be engaged at distance@ greater than 30 feet.



SECTION III

OBJECTIVE 2. TO DESCRIBF AND EVALUATF TACTICAL I4PLOYMENT AND OPERATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TUNNEL WEAPON.

11. PERSONNEL RECEIVING TUNNEL WEAPONS

Tunnel Weapons were used by respondents as shown in FIgure III-1.

lst Infantry 25th Infantry Americal

Personnel Division Division Division

Company Commander 1 0 0

Platoon Leader/Team
Leader 0 2 1

Platoon Sergeant/Team
Sergeant 1 1 1

Rifleman/Tunnel Rat 3 4 3

Grenadier 0 0 2

FIGURE III-i. Personnel Armed With Tunnel Weapon.

Issue of the weapons was controlled by the commander of evaluating units.
Use of the weapons varied among units. In the 1st Infantry Division they
were employed by the unit's Tunnel Rat Team. The 25th Infantry Division
issued the weapons to members of one of its combined reconnaissance and
intelligence platoons, Ranger company, and infantry comanies. The Ameri-
cal Division employed the revolvers with its Ranger company and infantry
companies.

12. MISSION OF UNITS

Although the Tunnel Weapon was designed to be used primarily in
tunnels, its unique properties were recognized as being adaptable to
other missions, and evaluating units were encouraged by the ACTIV pro-
Ject officer to employ the weapon in a variety of roles. As a result,
respondents reported several types of mission on which the Tunnel Weapon
was used. These were tunnel search, reconnaissance, ambush, clearing,
snatch, and search and destroy.
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13. TUNNELS

Employment of the weapon in tunnels varied somewhat among units. In
the 1st Infantry Division, members of its Tunnel Rat Team fired three
rounds into the entrance and around each turn in a tunnel, and a like num-
ber into trap doors, false walls, or similar objects encountered under-
ground. This volume of fire was seldom used in tunnels by exoloration -er-
sonnel of the other two infantry divisions. These units normally detona-
ted fragmentation grenades, smoke grenades, claymore mines, and other ex-
plosive devices or chemical munitions in the entrance of tunnels to de-
stroy, neutralize, and discourage the enemy from firing on exrloration
personnel. Therefore, as a result of the techniques used by all units,
only one respondent armed with the Tunnel Weapon encountered the enemy
face-to-face during the evaluation. A sergeant in the 25th Infantry Divi-
sion quietly entered a tunnel complex, and when he crawled around a cor-
ner an NVA soldier was met. He said, "The NVA was sitting and just as
surprised as me, but I was able to fire the Tunnel Weapon...before he
could use his rifle. I drug him outside but he was dead."

14. AMBUSHES

The Tunnel Weapon was found to be ideally suited for ambushes. For
example, during one night ambush operation two members of the Americal
Division's Ranger Company, using a single Tunnel Weapon, killed one NVA

officer and two NVA soldiers. In the first instance, the officer was
shot at a distance of approximately ten feet. The respondent reported
the first round struck a large leather pocketbook, filled with papers,
that was being carried across the officer's chest. The second round
struck his stomach, knocked him over, but failed to kill him. After this
encounter, the Tunnel Weapon was given to another member of the team who
subsequently shot and killed two NVA soldiers as they were walking along
the same trail. They too were engaged at a distance of approximately ten
feet. Three rounds fired in quick succession knocked them down. In an
ambush made by an infantry company of the Americal Division. a respondent
successfully fired two rounds at a Vietnamese xuerrilla on a trail and
killed him. There were several instances, however, in which the Tunnel
Weapon failed to incapacitate an enemy soldier after he was hit.

15. SrRRADD YOEAIN

Respondents particularly liked to use the Tunnel Weapon when bunkers,
houses, and spider boles were encountered on search and destroy operations.
Its mall also enabled than to reach quickly around corners and fire with-
out exposing more than a hand and arm. This capability had a beneficial
psychological effect on respondents, and they reported it was possible to
clear such are"a much more rapidly with a Tunnel Weapon than with a rifle.
Pot exmple, on one- search and destroy operation in the 25th Infantry
Division, a sergeant armed with a Tunnel Weapon killed a VC. Re sid,
"I shot him coming out of a bunker. He was running, and he vas about 20
to 25 feet awar.'
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16. RZVOLV!R DEIGN-1.

The design of the Tunnel Weapon was considered adequate. During the
evaluation period there were two reported instances in which the weapon
failed to function as a result of "parts" failure. In the first, a respon-
dent reported the extractor rod came loose and was lost while he van crav-
ing in a tunnel. The second occurred when the small pin on the hand broke
off. Both "failures" were suspect. In the first, the extractor rod was
probably loosened inadvertently because it is impossible for the extractor
rod to unscrew itself during normal handling. In the second instance, the
weapon experiencing the part breakage had been disassembled at least twice
by an inexperienced individual. Several respondents wanted a ring put on the
base of the grip, so a lanyard or cord could be attached to it and the lan-
yard or cord hung around the neck. There were many reported cases in which
the respondent had to use both hands unexpectedly. The ability t. drop the
weapon and imediately retrieve it was desired by the majority of respon-
dents.

1T. CARTRIDGE

Seventy-four percent of the respondents experienced misfires. Some
typical comments of the majority were:

a. "Four rounds out of twenty-two faileo to fire the first time
round."

b. "One round misfired twice, vent off third time."

C, "Primer va recessed in soe and would not fire."

d. "Many of rounds failed to fire."

e. "One round of three misfired twice, vent off third time."

f. "One of six rounds actually fired."

g, "One round had to be struck seven to eight time before it fired."

During training the misfire problem was recognized after the first 100
rounds had been fired. In an effort to determine the cause, a new hemmer
nose was made in RVN from harder steel than the original. This vs done
because the original her nose would "mushroom" after approximately 25
rounds had been fired. the new hammr nose did not eliminate the misfires,
so all the cartridges were examined to find a cause for the failure. In
some 25-round boxes there were as many as 12 cartridges with recessed pr%-
era. The ACTIV project officer, during one demonstration, showed that
five out of six such cartridges would fail to fire the first time. Rowever,
this vx not the only reason the rounds misfired. There were a few cart-
ridges whose primers were recessed that did fire, and some whose primers
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were not recessed that failed to fire. A thorough inspection of the cart-

ridges prior to their shipment to RVN would have revealed the recessed pri-
mers. The fact that the ammunition was unreliable caused some commanders

to refuse to emoloy the Tunnel Weapon. These comanders were also skepti-

cal of the weanon's killing power. They preferred to have one slug, rather

than 15 steel pellets.

18. HOLSTER ASSEMBLY

All respondents liked the quick-draw feature and found the holster

assembly easy to put on and adjust, but a few wanted more holes in the
strap. Seventy-two percent of the respondents said the holster assembly
was comfortable to wear. Three of them mentioned that, when they wore a

rucksack and web pear over the holster assembly, the strap, buckle, and

holster were uncomfortable. One respondent solved this problem by tying

the holster to the rucksack. There were two complaints about the car-

tridge carriers sliding back and forth on the strap, and catching on things

in tunnels. The flaps of the carriers also curled up along the edges and

allowed the cartridges to fall out. Normally, the holster assembly was

not worn when a respondent entered a tunnel, because it hindered movement
and was not needed. The weapon was carried in the hand, and spare car-
tridges were carried in the pockets of the shirt and trousers.

19. RESPONDENT COMMENTS

a. Listed below are comments of respondents who killed enemy per-
sonnel with the Tunnel Weapon.

(1) "If we had five such pistols we could stay out for a week
at a time...without giving our position away."

(2) "That pistol is the most magnificent weapon I ever seen in
action. I could use three of these in my platoon. The pistol doesn't
make any noise louder than a cap pistol. It hits the tareet just by
using the pointing method. I never aimed with the weapon. This weapon
is fmr by being better than a .38 caliber pistol we had. It's more accu-
rate. it's very quiet, and it handles better than any other pistol I have
handled."

(3) "For our use it works real good. We have to avoid contact
and the weapon doesn't compromise ourposition. For our platoon we could
use five or six of these weapons."

b. Several coments were made that the Tunnel Weapon would be ideally
suited as a survival weapon for aircrews and Special Forces personnel.
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20. FINDINGS

a. Personnel Receiving Tunnel Weapons

Issue of Tunnel Weapons was controlled by the evaluating units.

The let Infantry Division employed the weapons exclusively in its Tunnel
Rat Team, while the Americal Division used them in its Ranger and infantry
companies. The 25th Infantry Division employed them with its Ranger com-
pany, infantry companies, and one of its combined reconnaissance and in-
telligence platoons.

b. Mission of Units

The Tunnel Weapon was used on a number of different missions,

such as tunnel exploration, ambushes (both day and night), and a variety
of search'and destroy operations where bunkers, sDider holes, wells and
dwellings were encountered.

c. Tunnels

Tunnel clearing and exploration techniques varied among, units.
The Tunnel Rat Team in the 1st Infantry Division used reconnaissance by

fire with the Tunnel Weapon and no other destructive devices in tunnels.

The other two infantry divisions, generally speaking, did the opposite.

d. Ambushes

The silent, multipellet, weapon concept is well suited to special
applications such as ambushes. Members on long range natrol operations,
who had the mission of capturing or destroying enemy personnel, preferred
it to other "silent kill" weapons.

e. Search and Destroy Oerations

In bunkers, houses, wells, and other situations where maneuver

space is critical, the Tunnel Weapon was preferred over the rifle. The

Tunnel Weapon demonstrated it was capable of stopping an enemy at a die-
tance of 20 to 25 feet.

f. Revolver Design

The design of the Tunnel Weapon is adequate. Rovever, to im-

prove it, a ring on the base of the grip is desired.

g. Cartridge

Seventy-four percent of the respondents experienced misfires.

Cartridges were not adequately inspected prior to shipment to RVN. "Aa a
result of the ammunition being unreliable, some commanders refused to em-

ploy the weapon. A slug round was desired for the cartridge of the Tun-
nel Weapon.
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h. Holster Assembly

Cartridge carriers were not always used because the edges of the
flap curled up and allowed amunition to fall out, and because the carriers
frequently caught on obstructions encountered in tunnels. The holster as-
sembly was easy to put on and adjust, but respondents wanted more holes put
in the strap.

i. Respondent Coments

Respondents who had successfully employed the Tunnel Weapon were
enthusiastic in their praise of the weapon.
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t SECTION IV

OBJECTIVE 3 -TO DETERMINE MAINTENANCE AND STORAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
TUNNEL WEAPON.

21. IDENTIFICATION OF ITEMS PRONE TO RUST AND WEAR

a. Tunnel Weap~on

(1) After approximately three days use in the field, rust some-

times formed on the following parts:

(a) Barrel

(b) Cylinder

(c) Extractor Rod

(d) Frame

(e) Hemer

(f) Stock screw

(g) Thumb piece

(h) Trigger

(2) The only parts that appeared to veer during the evaluation
period were the haer nose and cylinder. After approximately 25 firings
the tip of the hainor nose, "mushroomed." Bluing on the outside of the
cylinder wore off "s a result of rubbing against the rough interior sur-
face of the holster.

b. Cartride

(1) Rust formed on cartridges that were left in the weapon or
in the cartridge carriers. Cartridges initially packed in the 25-cmn-
partuent cardboard box seldois experienced rust. However, cartridges
placed In the cardboard box that had been on combat operations did rust*
pa.rticl2arly those rounds that had not been wiped clean prior to storage.

(2) Three cartridges that had been submerged In water and dried
in the sun had the red rubber seal at the base of the cartridge break
loose.

(3) Prolonged exposure to moisture caused the white plastic-like
substance sealing the end of the cartridge to discolor and becm soft.



c. Holster Assembly

(1) Rust formed on the buckle, rings, brads, and snaps of the
holster assembly.

(2) On four occasions, when the leather became vet, the snap

on the cartridge carrier pulled loose from the leather.

d. Ammunition Box

The reinforced steel ammunition box issued with the Tunnel Weap-

on was satisfactory for storage of ammunition. However, when a weapon

vas placed inside it tended to rust rapidly. No other significant storage
problems were noted.

22. PRESCRIBED MAINTENANCE

a. Tunnel Weapon

There was no evidence of a weapon malfunctioning as a result

of failure to perform prescribed maintenance. Daily maintenance should
have consisted of:

(1) Cleaning and light lubrication of the interior of the bar-
rel and cylinder.

(2) Cleaning and light lubrication of the exterior of the frame,

barrel, and cylinder.

(3) Cleaning of the holster assembly.

b. Holster Assembly

There was no reported attempt by respondents to clean or preserve
the leather of the holster assembly during the evaluation period. However,

five holster assemblies were cleaned with a commercial type saddle soap

(Fiebring's Saddle Soap) prior to being transferred to the Americal Divi-

sion. After approximately ten minutes of cleaning, the holster assembly
appeared to be like new. This indicated that following a mouth's use un-

der field coditions, the "original" appearance of the holster assembly
could be quickly restored.

c. Cleming 1guiment

A glue brush (F8 792-240-7175), LSA lubrication oil, (M81 9150-
889-3522), and patches (FBI 1005-288-3565) were the standard issue Items

most frequently used to clean the Tunnel Weapon. The most frequently em-
ployed non-issue item vas a toothbrush.
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23. NECESSARY TOOLS

No special tools were required to maintain the Tunnel Weapon and hol-

ster assembly at user level.

214. FINDINGS

a. Identification of Items Prone to Rust and Wear

(1) Tunnel Weapon parts listed in paragraph 21a(l) were prone
to rust.

(2) Rust did nct affect the oteration of the Tunnel Weapon dur-
ing the evaluation period.

(3) Rust formed on cartridges that were used during combat oper-
ations.

(4) Rust formed on the buckle, rings, brads, and sna of the
holster assembly.

(5) The cylinder and hummer nose of the Tunnel Weapon showed
signs of wear.

(6) After being submerged in water and dried in the sun, the
red rubber seal at the base of the cartridge would break loose.

(7) Prolonged exposure to moisture caused the sealing eompound
at the end of the cartridge to become coft and discolor.

(8) The snap on some cartridge carriers pulled out of the leather
when the latter became vet.

b. Prescribed Maintenance

(1) Prescribed maintenance was not always perfortd.

(2) There were no weapon nalfu ctions that could be positively
traced to a failure to perform prescribed maintenance.

(3) A tooth brush, glue brush, LBA lubricating oil, and patches
were the item most frequently used to clean the Tunnel Weapon.

(4) After field use, cleaning with saddle soap improved the
appearance of the holster assembly.

c. Necessary Tools

No special tools were needed by respondents to maintain the Tun-
nel Weapon.
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SECTION V

OBJECTIVE 4 - TO DETERMINE A RECOMMENDED BASIS OF ISSUE FOR THE TUNEL

WEAPON.

25. TUNNEL WEAPON DISTRIBUTION

In the ist Infantry Division all five weapons were given to members

of its Tunnel Rat Team. The 25th Infantry Division assigned weapons to
its infantry companies, Ranger company, and one combined reconnaissance

and intelligence platoon. The Americal Division initially employed the
weapons with infantry companies, but later shifted all five weapons to

its Ranger company. Normally no more than one Tunnel Weapon was used in
an infantry company, while the Ranger companies in the 25th Infantry and

Americal Divisions operated with two and five weapons, respectively. The
combined reconnaissance and intelligence platoon used one weapon. Every

respondent questioned wanted his unit to be equipped with more weapons
than were allocated to it for the evaluation.

26. WEAPON REPLACEMT

k Company commanders, platoon leaders, team leaders, and respondentsr stated the Tunnel Weapon should not replace a weapon already in their TOE,
but should be issued as an additional weapon.

27. ASSIGNMENT OF TUNNEL WEAPON

a. Infantry Company

Respondents said that there should be one Tunnel Weapon assigned
to each platoon. Staff members, company commanders, and platoon leaders
varied in their opinion as to how many Tunnel Weapons should be in a com-
pany. Generally, the higher the rank of an officer, the greater was his
tendency to reduce the requirement. The majority, however, favored one
Tunnel Weapon per platoon.

: ! b. Ranger cSS&

The Ranger company in the Aerical Division wanted each of its
committed teams to be armed with two Tunnel Weapons. The team sergeant
and his second in command would normally carry and employ the weapons.
This unit had a total requirement for 16 weapons. The Ranger company in
the 25th Infantry Division had a requirement for five weapons. During
an operation the ter sergeant would carry one of these weapons.

c. Tunnel Rat Team

. The Tunnel Rat Term in the lst Infantry Division wanted six

Tunnel Weapons for its tunnel exploration personnel.



d. Combined Reconnaissance and Intelligence Platoon

One of the 25th Infantry Division's combined reconnaissance and
intelligence platoons desired to be equipped with four Tunnel Weapons.

28. FINDINGS

a. Infantry Company

Four Tunnel Weapons per infantry company was the preferred number.

b. Raner Comany

The Ranger company in the 25th Infantry and Americal Divisions
requested to be armed with 5 and 16 Tunnel Weapons, respectively.

c. Tunnel Rat Team

The Tunnel Rat Team in the 1st Infantry Division requested six
Tunnel Weapons for its personnel.

d. Combined Reconnaissance and Intelligence Platoon

One of the combined reconnaissance and intelligence platoons of
the 25th Infantry Division desired to be equipped with four Tunnel Weapons.
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM4ENDATIONS

29. CONCLUSIONS

a. The Tunnel Weapon was suitable for the following tactical employ-
ments: tunnel, bunker, well, and spider hole exploration; ambush; and
search and destroy operations.

b. The ammunition for the Tunnel Weapon is not suitable for US Army
use in RVN because of its high misfire rate and unreliable lethality.

c. The Tunnel Weapon is simple to operate and personnel can readily
adapt to its use.

d. A ring needs to be placed on the base of the grip for attach-
ment of a lanyard or cord.

e. The cartridge carriers should not be used on the holster assembly,
and additional holes need to be provided on the strap.

f. The Tunnel Weapon should not replace any other weapon in current
TOEs.

g. A slug should be developed for the Tunnel Weapon cartridge.

h. If the ammunition problem can be corrected, the weapon would be
suitable for further use by the US Army in RVN.

30. RECOOMATIONS

It is recommended that:

a. The reliability of Tunnel Weapon ammunition be improved to meet
Department of the Army standards for use in combat.

b. A ring be placed on the base of the Tunnel Weapon grip.

a. Additional holes be proride4 on the strap of the holster assembly.

d. A slug and improved ultipellet cartridge be adopted for use
with the Tunnel Weapon that will be lethal at 25 feet, when fired into a
vital part of the body.

e. The Tunnel Weapon be adopted for use in RV by the US Army, if
the amunition problems are corrected, lethality is improved, and the
suggested modifications to the weapon and holster assembly are accomplished.

f. The Tunnel Weapon be issued to units in W/N as an additional *1
veapon on the basis of four per infantry compan and ten per ranger company.
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